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About Us
Winbiz Digital Limited is a Multinational Information Technology services provider
firm which specializes in Software, Mobile Application, Digital Marketing and
ntegrated Security Solutions. Winbiz Digital was incorporated on April, 2015 in Dhaka,
Bangladesh with the mission to secure a place among Fortune 500 companies by 2020
through top class solutions, innovations and customer services. Winbiz is currently
headquartered as Winbiz LLC in Dallas, Texas. It is now placed among the most
valuable Digital Marketing services brands in both USA and Bangladesh through
offering innovative and creative solutions.

Digital marketing
Software Design & Quality Assurance
Mobile Application (UI & UX design & Development)
Surveillance Systems

Mission Statement
At Winbiz we value the most which is keeping our clients updated with the fast and
frequent changing digital world. We take jobs if we only found it interesting for us.
We just don’t want to be no 1 IT firm in the United States or in Bangladesh. We rather
want our clients (corporate to mass people) to be happy with our services and the
experience should be “awesome” to their words. Data is what to be expected most
valuable to you and your organization than your land asset or stocks. The first
hand customer experience is what we are willing to offer and try us out!!
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Services > digital marketing

Digital Marketing
Search Engine Optimization
if you want to sell your products and services online,
it’s essential that your website appears as high up the
search results on Google as possible. Our SEO specialist
in Dhaka, Bangladesh can help your website do more for
your business profitability by attracting visitors and
driving conversions.

PPC Advertising (google & Facebook)
PPC services have become one of the most opted online marketing
techniques to garner quick results and obtain genuine leads and
conversions. If you are on a look out for speedy results from an
effective digital technique then you can choose PPC Company in
Bangladesh for your online marketing strategy. It will help you
circulate your advertising message to your audience, to boost
your leads and offer a good exposure for your products and
Services. A properly designed and managed PPC campaign by our
PPC agency in Dhaka can become the best ROI generating tool
for any business.

Sales lead generation (Facebook)
We can target your audience and convert them to buy your products.
If you want a quotation just call us and give us the credentials
to understand your business and related Facebook page and
we can deliver best sales leads than any digital marketing
agency in Bangladesh!!

Lead Generation (Linkedin)
If you use the LinkedIn premium paid services you may get to shot In
Mail (LinkedIn mailing system to few people. But do you know
how to get their e-mail address? Do you know how to shortlist
them? Winbiz is expert in generating leads and get valid e-mai address
and convert them into real sales. Would you like to test us?
Give us a call or send an enquiry.
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Services > digital marketing

Content Writing Service
Since Winbiz Digital is one of the renowned content writing
companies, we believe that informative and unique content
writing plays a significant role in any website promotion.
We focus on writing quality content which can convert all
your prospects in to customers.

Digital Media Buying
No 1 Position in Media Buying
We have established our strong footprint in the digital medias
through bulk buying as we serve many clients at the same time.
We can even book the spaces in last minutes for your company.
If you want to advertise during IPL/BPL/Any Festival.
just call us right away.

Services > website design

Website Design
New Website Design
Winbiz Digital, the best webdesign company in Bangladesh
designsunique and engaging websites which reflect your brand
and keep your clients coming back. With over 6 years of
experience, you can be assured that our web design solution
will quite simply work!
A good quality website should be able to attract traffic!!
How many traffic your website is having right now?
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Services > website design

Website Rebuilding
Many companies get their website done for two reasons:
1. To create virtual presence
2. To boost up sales
Winbiz is the most reputed website development company
in Dhaka. We do not just build an website or just design
it rather we work for the second group who wants to
generate sales through their site. A good website has few
basic norms to be followed and a good SEO structure needs
to be created for online and offline page optimization. We can
help you to gain more traffic for your site than any other IT companies in Bangladesh
and you will get guaranteed results. Ask for a quotation to rebuild your website.

website optimization
The Optimizations will help you understand
whether the changes to the website was effective or not.
It can bring in so much benefits when it’s done correctly.
Winbiz Does the A/B testing, website optimization for
its clients to grasp the optimum level of conversion for them.
Website optimization can also be linked to improve
website performance speed and reliability.
This is implicitly relevant to optimize
the website as it completes the desired action on a website

Landing Page Design
Good landing pages are a free place of diversion withou
a browser menu, sidebar or footer. The aim is to create a
lead for a website visitor. A good landing page is apparent,
descriptive and sets the points for the visitors. On the other
hand, a poor landing page is an unappealing bloat of data.
Think of this: your website should be like a vortex!
There’s no way out of it.

Newsletter Design
A newsletter helps your company to be promoted
in a precise and structured way. Please remember that
this does not represent the same function as a brochure,
so this is not really the place for fancy branding or sales
marketing hype. So alternatively, bring attention by offering
your customers with interesting and relevant content.
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Services > website design

Website content management
It’s hard to create well-constructed content to
satisfy your audiences’ interest, a professional
content writer needs to have the knowledge about
the perfect keywords for SEO, proper spelling and
grammatical knowledge. At Winbiz we have the best
content writers to serve the cliental needs.

website Maintenance
A well-maintained website provide benefits like it helps
the website to rank on the top or maintain its position of
the search engine listing as websites with old content appear
behind. A consistent checkup will help you match up to your
corporate image, like fixing up broken links, grammar, spelling
mistakes before your customer can acknowledge it. For risk
management and business-continuity plan you need to ensure
that hosting service provider has a backup and Winbiz tries to
align the maintenance plan depending on your business strategy.

Mobile view design
When we talk about mobile-friendly websites, we mean
that a website looks great on any mobile device, such
as a smartphone or tablet. Approximately 91% of
mobile users say that content access is crucial. This
means that many people might want to leave a site if
they cannot find what they are looking for. A mobile
website should be sized and coded to facilitate
mobile interaction.
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Services > IT Support

IT support
it support
having a dedicated IT support is vital for your
business. Winbiz, works with many IT clients with
different requirements and unique budget levels.
We develop an IT plan and budget for each customer
to help them achieve the best value and select
their services and products strategically.

web hosting
Winbiz Digital offersthe technologies and services required for viewing
the website or website on the Internet. Websites are
hosted on special computers called servers or stored
on them. When Internet users want your website to be
viewed, all they have to do is type the website address the
domain into the browser. The computer then connects to the
server and your web pages are supplied via the browser. Our
dedicated customer support team helps our valuable clients
immediately any kinds of hosting and domain related troubles.
If you want to get best quality and secure web hosting from
Bangladesh at reasonable price and full satisfaction, Winbiz
Digital Limited should be your first choice without any doubt.

Training
Winbiz offers training for young individuals and adults
to improve their skills and expertise. The young
individual gets to grasp knowledge from the industry
experts, to gain a real-life experience. Winbiz provides
training for digital marketing, SEO, account and HR
payroll and many more. Along with the training the
trainees get to have certificates from Winbiz as a
token of appreciation for completing the course.
Our objective is to make the young generation
develop more knowledge of the technical terms,
become skillful and proficient.
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Services > IT Support

office network design
The design and construction of a network that best suits
your office’s needs is nothing but significant. It covers
a wide range of design and technology choices to ensure
your network is manageable, viable and contributes to
your organization..

cloud server and support
nterconnection is crucial in modern digital world. It is
essential to invade the cloud in a workplace environment
filled with outsourced staff members, digital nomads,
homeworkers and distant employees. We help organizations
select, maintain and develop their cloud servers.

networking
Standard networking operating procedures involve
the selection of materials such as cable and
networking hardware and the establishment of
telecommunications protocols, hardware and
software required. The need for improved
telecommunications has resulted in the creation
of multiple hardware technologies such as hubs,
switches and routers for networking. It also
encouraged the invention of more creative
networking systems using technology and
protocols, especially in mobile spaces.

it consultation
For any IT solutions whether it is
transportation or AI driven medical software Winbiz
has the solution. We have consulted for many firms and
for government administrative for their consultation
purpose. We have cutting edge technology to adopt
and overcome challanges with perfect solutions.
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Services > Creative

Creative
Graphic Design
Some of our graphic design works as follows:

Animation
Some of our graphic design works as follows:
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Services > Creative

CREATIVE ART
Our Creative Art Works!!

RECORDING STUDIO
Winbiz Digital has a recording studio capable of doing
all kinds of Recordings, Product Photography, Product
Review Videos, Product Unboxing Videos, YouTube
Advertisement Videos etc.

youtube video production
some of our Works!!
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products > software & Mobile apps
software & Mobile apps
Winbiz has its own multi user based online software for Education Industry,
Distribution Network. Our customized mobile application is served worldwide
including our own solution.

Mobile App
Winbiz Digital has the capability of delivering
small to large scale mobile applications based
on service, e-commerce & Mobile Wallet.
We successfully delivered 4 mobile applications
so far and our production house is getting read
to deliver more in 2019 with cutting edge algorithm,
cookies, design and codes.

Software
Winbiz Digital is the most renowned ERP software company
in Dhaka, Bangladesh.
Mobile Phone Manufacturers & Traders FMCG Distribution Company Retail Chain Shops E-Commerce -

Hospital Management System
Pharmacy Management
POS with Easy Accounts
Contractors Business MS
Restaurant Management System
VAT & TAX SOLUTION
Inventory Control System
Non Trading Accounting Software
Trading Accounting Software
Payroll & Attendance System
Hire-Purchase System
school management system
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products > Surveillance Systems
Surveillance Systems
Highway Intelligent Digital Security
System Features
Megapixel IP Surveillance System; NCr series IP
cameras are up to 3MP@30fps 2MP/1080P with
Smart-IR which can capture clear image without
over exposure.
Local Recording NVR Platform; NViS 3542P4/P8
equip with 3rd Generation Intel® Core™ i7 CPU
with 2x 2.5 SATA HDDs.
License Plate Recognition; WINBIZ offer the ready-to-go system for adding License
Plate Recognition algorithms.
Object Tracking; Tracking the moving object which is not supposed to be appeared in
the area and trigger the alarm.
Left Object Detection; Detecting the static object which is not supposed to be
appeared in the area and trigger the alarm.
Car Counting; Counting the numbers of vehicle which passing by the entrance & the
exit of the parking lot.
Certifications; CE, FCC, e13

railway Intelligent Digital Security
Megapixel IP Surveillance System; NCm series mobile IP cameras are
up to 3MP@ 20fps with image stabilization feature.
Train Dedicated NVR Platform; nROK 5500 series
NVR platforms are dedicated designs for
vehicle applications, solid and reliable.
Video Auto-Uploaded; Auto-uploaded the
surveillance video / information upon arrival the station.
Alarm Management & Escalation; When incident happens,
the immediate alarm/information can be transmitted to
authorities/security center for the quickest response.
Driver Monitoring; When the unusual happens in
the cockpit, it will trigger the system right away and
the precautions will be done by the related authorities.
Certifications; CE, FCC, EN50155
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products > Surveillance Systems
Industrial Surveillance
Connect with Simplicity, Efficiency, Security With acute
flexibility you can define and manage your network
connections through CoreFort™ VPN dispatcher:
–

By using VPN gateway you can create multiple and
distributed networks

–

You can reach the remote user connections to your
network and take advantage of the intuitive VPN client,
which is universally compatible with Windows, Mac OS X
and Linux

–

Define custom per-user profiles to provide
enhanced security and more control over user
connections

City Surveillance
System Features
Megapixel IP Surveillance System; NCr series
IP cameras are up to 2MP@ 30fps with special features
which is perfectly for city surveillance. NCr-221 is the
ultra-low light IP camera, and NCr-231 is the LPR IP camera.
Crowd Detection
To detect the unusual large assembly and capture
the image in case there’s anything unexpected happen.
Left Object
Automatically find the left object and detect
if it’s the explosive.
LPR
License plate recognition to help the law enforcement
identifying the license plates with records.
Car Counting
To count the quantity of the vehicles and transfer the information back
the CMS for data analytics.
Central Management Appliance
With 4~6 multiple monitors output for central management video wall application.
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products > Surveillance Systems
Highway Intelligent Digital Security
Police Car Intelligent Digital Security
System Features
Megapixel IP Surveillance System; NCm series
mobile IP cameras are up to 3MP@ 20fps with
image stabilization feature.
License Plate Recognition
The technology helps to identify the car plate
and match the information to the database, which
has a wide number of applications including traffic
enforcement, access control,
stolen car identification, and vehicle tracking.
Vehicle Dedicated NVR Platform; NViS 3542P4/P8 NVR platforms are all dedicated
designs for Vehicle application, solid & reliable.
Video Auto-uploaded
Auto-upload the surveillance video / information upon the round patrol finished.
Backseat Monitoring
When the unusual happens in the backseat, it will trigger the system right away
and the precautions will be done by the related authorities.

The Core Fort Series
Security, high level performance and maximum volume
The Core Vault sequence is constructed
with a fan less, power-efficient, dust- and water
resistant chassis with IP 54 rating. This sealed enclosure
eliminates the use of failure-prone fans, growing system
reliability and stopping dust and water ingress. The
Core Vault™ series is additionally compliant with EN50155
(railway applications) and EN61373 (vibrations & shocks)
to supply reliable video surveillance recording for a
wide variety of railway transportation applications.
With information interception technology, the
Core Vault gives wise facts and pressure protections
towards extremes of warmth and vibration, making
it appropriate for a variety of industrial applications.
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Level 5, House 21, Sonargaon Janapath Road,
Sector 13, Uttara, Dhaka 1230 , Bangladesh

+8802 58952733

md@winbizdigital.com
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